
Threads of the Webspinner 

● Notes 

● Main Character 

▪ Alvan: Common across TES games, and very similar to other Dunmer 
names; would convey the theme that "anyone" can step off the path and 
betray the gods, and would be much more relatable to the average 
Dunmer 

● Plot Outline (see bottom for TLDR) 

1. Disillusionment 

▪ (Amulet of Sanguine Enterprise) Alvan was a noble of the House 
Ettutuipal, a clan of forest hunters who nestled their home between the 
arching fungal forests of Deshaan and the deep wildwood swamps of 
Shadowfen. 

▪ (Amulet of Sanguine Glib Speech) They worshiped the god Mephala, who 
moved always in things between – among the shadows behind the fungus 
stalks and beyond the mists over the mire.  

▪ (Amulet of Sanguine Nimble Armor) In those days Alvan’s revelries were 
subdued, pacified, beholden to a force that cared not for the joy of its 
subjects. The chants and offerings were dour, lacking in the honor and 
resplendence that the Chimer had abandoned at the threshold of 
Resdayn. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Balanced Armor) Alvan’s grandfather, the Archhunter, 
recognized his antipathy, and so great was his own zeal that he severed 
Alvan from his right of inheritance. He would never take leadership of the 
home that had raised him, had forced him through such miserable trials 
with a false promise of reward. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Deep Biting) What had begun as monotony turned to 
hate. He cursed the name of his family and their god, swearing revenge 
for the stolen birthright. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Denial) Desiring passion, purpose, and strength, Alvan 
stole from the accursed House and made for the wider world – seeking a 
master who could grant him the power he deserved. 

2. Search 
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▪ (Belt of Sanguine Fleetness) Taken fully by a desire for revenge, Alvan 
sought counsel with Boethiah – the Prince of Plots and Queen of 
Shadows, whose sphere is that of unlawful and murderous conspiracy. 
But he was rejected, for the Daedra would not plot against her own sister 
and fellow guide of the Chimer. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Hewing) Next, he turned to the House of Troubles – 
seeking out the secluded followers of Mehrunes Dagon, whose sphere is 
that of forceful revolution and justified change. But Alvan was again 
rejected, for the Lord of Fire and Flood ruled that his cause was weak and 
impure. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Impaling Thrust) It was then that Azura spoke, offering 
guidance and protection, commanding the young Chimer to turn away 
from his destructive ambitions. The Moonshadow warned that this path 
led into shadow, and ahead his threads of fate frayed into many 
disparate strands. To Alvan, her mercy was condescension and weakness, 
and in his anger he cursed her name. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Martial Craft) Lost and desperate, Alvan found shelter 
at an inn outside Necrom. The weather-beaten shack, half sunk in the 
muddy plains, stood defiantly against the wind and rain of the Padomaic 
Ocean.  

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Smiting) Within the inn, a Nede traveler hailed the 
noble. The grinning human claimed to know of a powerful sorcerer – a 
master versed in magic far beyond that of Alvan’s kin. With a jovial lifting 
of his flagon, he challenged Alvan to drink for the information. 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Stolid Armor) They drank first in competition, then in 
revelry. They lost track of the count, but continued regardless. The 
human drink was bitter and strong, and with each swig Alvan’s willpower 
faded. Soon he descended into darkness, feeling something far stronger 
than the liquor take hold of his mind. 

3. Revelry 

▪ (Belt of Sanguine Sureflight) Alvan awoke in a nocturnal wood, strung 
with lanterns and enclosed by a clear night sky. Before the noble was a 
grand feast in his name, attended by all manner of demonic imps, sprites, 
and fiends. Its host was a grinning shadow with eyes of flame. The 
shadow offered Alvan a cup, promising the ecstasy of revenge and joy of 
eternal revelry in exchange for service to Lord Sanguine. He drank deeply. 

▪ (Glove of Sanguine Horny Fist) The celebrants adorned Alvan with 
extravagant finery – glittering gems, belts of rare hide, filigreed clothing 
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of dark silk. The little demons bound them tightly to him, and as they did 
so a strange magic poured into his being. 

▪ (Glove of Sanguine Swiftblade) The nights wove into a vague tapestry of 
ecstatic merriment and drunken revelation. Orgies beneath the ruined 
moonstone cathedrals of metaphorical Aldmeris. Savage, psychedelic 
jousts along the luminous shores of Lyg, upon which spilled blood 
bloomed as roses. Feasts across a thousand realms of pleasure, whose 
guests were those lucky – or unlucky – enough to have been beckoned by 
the Lord of Revelry. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Fluid Evasion) With each night, Alvan’s adornments 
grew in number, and as they did his memories of home faded. The 
person his family had crafted within him died, to be replaced by strength, 
revelation, and the will of his new master. Try as he might, Alvan could 
not remove the pieces – but he did not care. With each new article, his 
status in the eyes of Sanguine heightened and his power grew ever 
greater. In time, he was to become Prince of his own house within 
Sanguine’s Thousand Realms. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Golden Wisdom) Alvan had grown bestial, relishing the 
mirthful violence and ravenous lust that fueled the servants of these 
realms. Each blurred night removed a piece of that being that he had 
once known, replacing it with another fine garment of silk or rubied 
amulet. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Green Wisdom) When his euphoria reached its zenith, 
the flame-eyed shadow appeared once more. Grinning, the shadow 
offered a rose that became a blade in Alvan’s hand. It stripped Alvan’s 
name, blessing him anew as Tear’mora. Wordlessly, the shadow 
commanded its servant to go once more into the mortal world and claim 
his stolen birthright. 

4. Betrayal 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Red Wisdom) Tear’mora strode proudly upon the 
House of Ettutuipal – clan of his ancestors, his by rights. His former 
grandfather, the Archhunter, watched Tear’mora with disdain from the 
ashwood throne. The rest of his former family moved to stop him, and 
with the power granted by Sanguine’s garments, he parried and 
sidestepped their strikes. They closed in, and Tear’mora became shadow, 
drifting through the horde and to the throne.  

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Silver Wisdom) With a single brush of the rose-knife, 
the young Chimer cut through every ward and blessing and bone plate 
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cocooning his gray patriarch. The old man slumped without a word, 
bearing a necklace of sanguine. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Sublime Wisdom) Tear’mora turned to his former 
family, who had fallen silent and still, and claimed the House of Ettutuipal 
for Sanguine. No longer would they be bound by the threads of the 
Webspinner, and no longer would their days be filled with the drudgery 
and dishonor of their false god. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Transcendence) The family dropped their weapons, 
moving forward with extended hands of worship. They caressed 
Tear’mora lovingly, as they would a god among the living, and the young 
Chimer felt his heart rise. Then, all at once, they seized the garments 
fastened to him and pulled. Each came unbound in an instant - twenty-
seven pieces for twenty-seven relatives - and transformed into silver 
threads. The rose-knife fell from his grasp and wilted on the floor. Bound 
by the silken prison, Tear’mora could only watch as thousand-armed 
Mephala emerged from darkness, resting a slender hand on each of the 
family that surrounded him. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Transfiguring) With a flash of her many disembodied 
eyes, the Webspinner told all. That the naive young Chimer had been her 
instrument from the start. That Sanguine’s revelries had merely guided 
him toward the final snare. And that, in the end, he had served as mere 
amusement for incomprehensibly greater beings. 

▪ (Ring of Sanguine Unseen Wisdom) The family closed in, drawing woeful 
blades. Behind them lurked a shadow unlike the rest – a flame-eyed 
shadow, grinning with white fangs. As the blades descended, Tear’mora 
released a merry laugh. 

▪ (Shoes of Sanguine Leaping) It was then that Mephala and Sanguine 
crafted new creations for the loyal House Ettutuipal. Soft finery threaded 
of golden hair, white amulets of bone, rubies of crystalline blood, 
diamonds of wide, frozen eyes.  

▪ (Shoes of Sanguine Stalking) With murder and revelry united, her 
followers took hold of the threads that tugged at fate itself. They 
abandoned their name, took the mantle of “Forester’s Guild”, and the 
house descended into the waters of Oblivion. 

5. Epilogue (first person, non-prose?) 

▪ In my dreams, I run among lantern-lit trees alongside cackling imps, 
through feasts of succulent meat and sweet, strong wine. I battle in a 
blood-frenzy beneath alien stars and give myself, body and soul, to a 
thousand undying pleasures.  
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But my dreams are vague. My soul, aching for unity, can no longer taste 
the feast nor feel the quickened blood. My shards are forever left to 
wander through the fog of dream as twenty-seven. 

▪ Epilogue Breakdown (Amphrites) 

● I: [Faint memories of pain, of anger and bitterness befuddle a 
drifting mind. Phantom sensations quickly drowned by 
excruciating bliss (a million sensations? a thousand deeds? by the 
temptations of endless possibilities?).] 

● II: In my dreams, I run among lantern-lit trees; alongside cackling 
imps, through feasts of succulent meat and sweet, strong wine. 

● III: In my dreams, I run among lantern-lit trees; alongside cackling 
imps, through feasts of succulent meat and sweet, strong wine. 

● IV: But all is veiled/hazy/muted(shrouded?); I'm no longer 
satiated by feast, nor lust, blood, or sex. Forever swept away the 
in oblivion's currents by invisible threads (of dream as twenty-
seven) 

▪ Item Notes: 

● Would love to use this text for the Webspinner’s Kiss description 
- need to see if descriptions are possible for spells 

● If not, we could include a final item from the quest - a non-
enchanted item that doesn’t need to be returned to Eno, but 
instead serves as a last message from Alvan - maybe it’s 
mysteriously received after collecting all items, and the player 
has discovered the entire story 

● TLDR 

1. Disillusionment 

● MC is a noble of the forester clan Ettutuipal, who worship 
Mephala from their isolated home 

● MC is sick of worshiping Mephala, wants to party 

● After losing their right of inheritance, they leave, cursing their 
family’s name and swearing revenge 

2. Search 

● MC goes first to Boethiah, seeking power and revenge, but is 
turned away as she refuses to plot against her sister 

● Next, they go to Mehrunes Dagon, but are turned away due to an 
impure cause 
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● Then they are contacted by Azura, who offers guidance and 
protection; preferring revenge, they curse her too 

● Finally, they arrive at a crumbling inn on the coast outside 
Necrom, where they meet a jovial Nede; the human challenges 
them to a drinking game, and they quickly lose 

3. Revelry 

● When the MC comes to, they’re in a forest at night with a grand 
feast laid out in their honor 

● A shadow (Sanguine) offers them power and revenge in exchange 
for service, and they accept 

● MC parties it up with Sanguine, traveling across his Thousand 
Realms and beyond, gaining powerful artifacts along the way 

● As MC gains the artifacts, they slowly lose bits of their own 
memory and personality - becoming a shell that retains nothing 
but the festering hatred for their house 

● At the height of their ecstasy and power, Sanguine gifts the MC a 
magical knife, renamed him Tear’mora, and sends them to seek 
revenge 

4. Betrayal 

● The MC strides into their family’s home and assassinates their 
grandfather, the Archhunter 

● After attempting to claim the house for Sanguine, their family 
tricks them - transforming their gifted clothes and artifacts into 
silken threads that bind them 

● Mephala appears, revealing that all events had been guided by 
her many hands; the ritual murder and interwoven drama had 
infused the MC with power that would yield control over the fates 
of mortals 

● The family descends on the MC with blades drawn, and the last 
thing they see is Sanguine watching over them with a grin 

● Mephala and Sanguine craft new items from the MC’s body (in 
the style of Ymir of Norse mythology); these pieces become 
powerful magical gifts to the family, who then forsakes its name 
and becomes the Forester’s Guild 

5. Epilogue 
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● The MC is trapped in the Thousand Realms, divided into 27 pieces 
and forced to wander; they no longer feel pleasure from the 
endless delights, as they have been diluted to almost nothing 
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